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NOUS FROM THE EDITOR:

Voluee 10, Number 4

ti

This lisue cOntains article reviews categorized as dealing with
teacher education and others which .focus on the nature of science.

Theleight teacher education articles arek varied. Fraser-Abder and

n s et al. studied educators' categorizations.of different
Shrigley exined attitudes of elementary, in Trinidad and
Tobago. ; Jol
models of teaching. Sheldon and.Halverspn's study was designed to
evaluate the effect of televised instruction for in-service elementary
school teachers. Herman and Willings examined methodologies used, '.
to- evaluate teacher education programs. \Gabel.end Rubba looked at
methods for improvinkpreservice elementary school teachers',,process
skills. Nussbaum investigated student teachers' competency in
diagnosing pupil misconceptions. Schibcci examined teacher perceptions'
concerning the relative importance of some curricular objectives.
Welch and Lawrenz cCkpared chardcteristics of male And female science
teachers in an attempt to identify factors that attract people to a
particular career choice.

Rubba et al. studied junior high school students' adherence to
certain misconceptions about the nature of science. Ogunnlyi studied
science teachers' concept of the nature of science. A response to the
reviewer's critique accompanies each of these reviews.

'or

* Patricia E. Blosser
Editor

Stanley L. Helgeson
Associate Editor
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fraser-Abder, Pamela and Robert Shrigley., "A Status Study. of the Science
Attitudeg of Elementary Schbol Teaches- in Trinidad and Tobago."
Science Educations 64 (5): 637-6443, 0%eril;

Descriptors--*Atti:tndes; College StO a rtatfonal
Regtarch; *Elementary School Science; Higher Education;
Preservice-Teacher Educiltion; ki,ence Education;.*Science,
Teachers; *Teacher Attitudes;iTeachilig'Experience

4

E*panded abstract and analysis prepared especially for I.S.E: by
Patricia H., Suter, Del May Collge, Corpus. ChriSti Texas.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to, ascertain the attitudes toward

science yn the part' .of elementary, school teachers prior to the 'beginning

o' a new:pr'ogram on science in thOLcurriculUm..

Rationale'

'

The rationale for this study was a response to the need for the

teachers in elementary schools in Trinidad and Tobago to inciude science. .

in their plans of study. This area had been neglected in -the past, but

a'new.Commion'Entrance Test was-to be given to all Sixth grade students

lo determine their eligibility for free secondary education. The authors

. felt that a study of the attitudes, of the teachers before the program

'began would be timely anal helpful.

.

Research Design' and Procedure f

* -

A Likert-type instrument was,usedto investigate the q,titudes pf

tho teachera.. SiX. variables which were thought to be pertinent. in

analyzing these attitudes were investigated. These variables were:

1. The effect of gender difference on science attitude.

2. The effect of teaching level (5- through 11-'year old students).

3
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3. The effect df school, type, attended (public, private,

denOmilidtional). *

4. The effect of geographical location of teachers (urban,

Puburban, ruralY.,

5. The effect'of.mathematics.courses.

6, The effect of science corses., 0

The Science Attitude Scale for In-Service Elementary Teachers

(Shrigley and Johnson, 1'974) was used-in this study. Translation was

snot neee9tary because English is the common language. The,instr

- was administered by the teachers at six teacher training

colleges where the elementary teachers attend.in-servi.ce-raining. The

880 subjects in this study represented all the teachers enrolled during

1977 -1978.

For-each of the variables which were investigated, a. null hypothesis

was assumed. _Respondents were given 40 minutes to reply andnymOnsly to

the scale. There was no contrgl group and no treat nt.

4

Findinss

Th'e f;rst variable of possible' gender differences found that ma

teachers in this sample did in fact have a more positive attitude

toward science and the teaching of science than did female teachersv The

N authors suggested that attitude modification might-become part of the

preparat on of female teachers.

The cond'variable, the possible effect of theage-level taught

on teacher attitudT did not show results Significant enough in the

minds of of the authors to lead them to feel that attitude modifiCation was

needed. There seemed to,be.some differencebetween'those teaching 6-year

olds versus 11-year olds:

The third'variable studied, the type of school attended by the

teachers, was also found to have little if any effect.on their Attitudes

towards science or science teaching. 4

4
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The rOurth variable, theNgeographieallocation of teachers, did.
.'-' 1 -ig.

skew an effect. -Wlien the data were sUbjeLed,to the.TukeY'WSD multiple
?

.

range test, .two group pairs ,had me9xcores with a significant

diffAdnce the. .05 level. Rural. and. suburban teachers had

significal ly higher artitude.mean scores than did tie urban.teachers.

Thefauthors suggest-that this deserves further Study.

The

affect a
4

fth variable, experience. in mathematics courses, did not

tudes toward science or science teaching.

The sixth varia e, experience in science cxurses, did have an

IQ.
sp

effect. An analysis Of the mean scores using the Tukey WSD test indicated
, -

that'the
4 attitude scale sores of teachers. having science courses at

elementary and secondary levels were significantlOagher than those of.

teachers having science in elementary school only or those having-no

science courdes.

Interpretations
. .

pi

ti
The authors comment on their 'results to the effect that they

sup ort the general findiigs that requiring teachers to take more_ science

nd ate courses in college does not necessarily improve fheir:attiLude

"towards-.science. They suggest that it is the mandated Common Entrance

ExamigAtion which may affect the attitudes more. significantly, and lead
. , ,

to the teaching of more science in the elementary schools.

4 IP

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

7

This study appears to be an interesting addition to the investiga-
.

tions of teacher attitudes. The situation In Trinidad and Tobago was

unigme in that 'a whole new situaltion was.aboutito ,happen. The students

would be tested as they completed/the sixth grade and their grades in

science would in part cepermine whether or not they would receive free

secondary education. This. situation puts pressure on the eielentary
rel

4
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teachers, and the authors conclude that this pressure itself would

influence their attitude toward science teaching.

The methodology of the study folloWs the standard practice for

;0

such studies_ Their'cOnclusions,seem valid. They made suggestions

based on the results, of gender differenees'in the attitudes toward

,seience.and science teaching and, proposed, that special attempts be made

to .improve their offerings to female'teachers.
a r

The,referencekto a-Likert-type instrument was unfamiliar to me.

it.was necessary to consult a payChglogiCal reference book to learn just

what -method the authors were following. It, would .have been helpf41 if

a direct reference In the bibIlography'had ,been. made. Not all readers

of their article are familiar by name Oith thi's attitude measurement.

OnCe I
-

founctoUrthat the instrument is :a five - -point ~scale used to

quantify the responses. of subjects.to a see of statements reflecting
F

attitudes, beliefs, Or judgments; their method became clear. The five

pOints'on the scale are. strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree;.

strongly disagree (or some similar and"balanced expressions of agreement,

or.disagteement). Iittervfils between each pointon thescale are assumed

to be equal: hence, each point op the scale is assigned a number value,

usually'from 5 to 1. Scores are derived by either the snmmatienef the

responses
.

or by averaging them. #,

This parer was published in 1980, reflecting work one. ear

A follow -up study might be ',in order., It would be interesting to

determine whether the necessity to teach more,science in theuelementary
4

schools brought about any change 4h the attitudes of teachers. Does,

more exposure to science on the part of the teachers preparing fot theii

classes bring about a more ptAitive attitude toward science and science

teaching?
/ ,

The situation in Trinidad and Tobago is uniquein'that a new ,

curriculum was instituted to help prepare. students to take a test,with

a real incentiVe....free:seconflary education.' 'This motivation on the

part of both teachers and students tikes theopportunity for investigation

of changing attitudes worthy of additional stA,
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Jones, Howard. L., Bruce Thompson, and Albert H. Miller. "How TeaChers
Ferceiy0imilarities .and-DifferenceS Among yari908-.Teaching Models.'
Journal Of Researclii.0,SetettepTeachitig,-l7 (4): .1321-326, 1980..

i .- DesCriptord-*ClassifiCation; .*Differences; Models.; Science-
Education; *Science insu Yctionscience TeaCheis. *Teacher

rAttites; :Teacher EducatOa;,
..

, *Teaching Methods
. _

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for by
Gerald Skoog,. Texas Tech sUniversity,,,

.
(

PurpOse..

-This-study was designethrt-determine howeducators'eategorized 16

different models' 6f teaching, pr,idstruct#_Onal*tategies and what

instructionalparameters:yere the basis for the,cateorization of the..

models.

Ratiohale

-"The existence of a variety f'instruCtiofial approaches Or AodO:i_
. . ",

of-teaching.Provide& teachers. With a 144' '-rAngeof#Oching,,sttafitg4s.
0 .

'74hisWide arraY:Of:ci;OiCeSCr6'eteS a select men dilaMta,for eleMentatY

and seccindarY teachers aswetl as ".for ,teachetegUe.rS w must §eledt*

the
. . _ .

appropriat4-cUrriculum and strategies.These inatrUc'tIonal choices

mfg 3t b'e'simplified.and the:serecflon'dilea:lesSened ifidentifiable

sitidatities within... the Models- of.. .teaching exist. Joyce and'Weil,:t1972)
_

Argest factor§ such as socialinteraetioA, informat4bnIT0QeS-sIng;.the
74

1

individual a40,a Person,.Handbdilevior in
4

_
distinguiShin4kbetweennd groupingtogetherevious-eaC ingstrategies.

Research- Desigl and 'Procedure '

Btief paragraph summaries of 4:6; Models 6 ''teachin$:wre prep*.
,, ... --

...,.,...!,4.:,....

and given to,. two groups'OfAnSerVica tea0ersconsidef.0d. experts .in.
.1-. pO ,0 V.,,s! .

V ..r1 ... S., .. A
. ' ,.

g . *.1. -;.. S i .
''. t :.'

* j: -' '''

1 6 ,Oi
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. a JP
implementing the models.. Each teacher in the two groups (ni --. 19; a2 15)

was- asked. to' identify` by name .10 different raadotly assigned summaries.

On' the basis of this pilot stu'elyv-it..wa6;Conclmded that the sutfamaries

, g

provided Iepresentative descriptions of'the models.
kv

ksample of 65 beginning teacher education students, 50 teacher

aucatipn students who had jut completed student. teaching, and 27 .`

claSsroom teacbers.was* selkted. Each subject analyzed five or six

randomly assigned instructional mtis&:Thirty-:three-instructional

parameters, which ongrouping, Fading, sequencing, and teacher

warmth; were used for analysfs and categorization.
-

Medians were calculated for each of the 33 ratings Of each of the

1.6 instructional apprOaches.. These medians were used to develop a

.
correlation matrix .whial Vila analyzed and used as a basis for identifying,'

.prototypes. or f!supermodel°64iggregatep of the models.

Three "supermodels" were identified. One "supermodel" emphabized

inquiry and discussion methods and ineluded nine models of teaching.

The. models categorized in this group included Concept Atainment,

Jurisprudential, Inductive,. Awareness Training, and Synecties. The

three medels (Lecture, -Advance Organizer, and Operant Conditioning)

placed in the second "supermodel "were characterized by a high degree.

of structure. The three models (Nondirective, Classroom Meeting,. and

T-Croup) grouped'in the third "supermodel" were characterized by a lack

of structure.

The median ratings and factor scores suggested that the subjects,

thought' "Supermodel I" cdaSsrooms reflected 'a concern for students as

people, reflected friendliness, had a focus on'the application of

knowledge and typically involved teachers who were bright. "Supermedel

II" classrooms were seen by the subjects as highly structured

environments here teachers made most instructional decisions- "Supermodel
.

III" classrooms. were. haracterized.by the subjects as having.a

significant.amount of student decision-making.

13
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0
Interpretations

Educators percei there are three categories or groupi,ngA of the

,models. Selection dilemmas confronting educators can be somewhat

mitigated if similarities in the modes of teaching are Considered.

In their.,analy0S and:categorization of the models, the subjects

emphasized the methoes:imgped by the Model, They put much emphdsis

on the degree tof structure possessed by a model. They also viewed the

models in: terms of their affective orientation and application. They

did net analyze the models in terms of their purpose and focus.

"supermodele identified in this study may be those, that are

.PQ :really used by effective teachers.

.ABSTRACTOR'S ALYSIS

Joyce and Veil (1972). categorized the models of teaching on the

-basis of thegoals they were designed to achiev.e and how they can be
, 0

advte4 fb students'jstyles and characteristics. ,he researchers found

''11.0 clear support for Joyce and Well's method .and rationale for grouping

the models in this study.
.

Because of the parameters and indicators used for categorization

in this study, it was not surprising that the subjects Aid not identify

or correlate the models with different purposes as done by Joyce and

Weil:. The 11 parameters to which the researchers related the 33.indicators
.

and used for the groupings dealt with hoW instruction is individualized

in'terms of pace, content selected, sequente and method of study, and

locus of decision-making. Other parameters focused on grading method and

the intellectUal characteristics and affective .orientation of teachers.

None of the parameters or the indicatorsedealt with the purpose or focus

of the model'. As a result the 'researchers had no basiS for concluding

that there was no support for grouping the models, into families on_
4,

the basis offocus or purpbse as.done by Joyce andrWeil.

9
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The researchers'Apremise that educftors face a dilemma in

selecting-the appropriate model to use is open to challenge. Furthermore,

their conclusion that the groupirigs made in this study would mitigate

this dilemma is challengeable., Today, the choice or.selection of the

objective that is to ,be pursued probably is a bigger dilemma. The
f -

many dimensiOps of literacy and the complexity 4nd demands Of society.

require schOols to purtue a variety of objectives. Edticators face

dilemmas as they try to decide the relative eMphOis each objective
-

,

deserves. Often.the range,of objectives selected for etphaSis'is narrow.

As a result, the number of different models of teaching needed and

used is small. When -a particular educator eswands, the range of

objectives being purabed, a-meed for different teaching. methods develtips.

Overall, the r4searchersi failure to relate methods to pUrpose wai a

- 'serious oversight.

The 142 member sample used in this study imcluded 115 imdiyiduals

-who were el. ier beginning or finishing their'preserviee teacher

edhcation program.. It seems likely that many or most of the**

- individuals would not have used and studied all or moist of these models

to the point where they'could disiinguiskimportant differences in

their approach and rationale and be able to .employ them in terms of a

deSired objective. When Synectics.iS grouped with COnceptAttaimment,

as done in this study, it seems the subjects did not understand how

these two different approaches were intended for very different purposes,

of they were restricted by the design of. the study and could only
\

identify them as being similar because each involves students in-

aiswering and asking ellistions.,

Overall, this study's contribution to the literature is minimal.

However, there are many questions about the use of the models of teaching

that need to be considered in'future'studies.
t

REFERENCES
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Sheldon, Daniel S. -and Dean Halvergon. "Effects ofa Televised Science.
Inservice Program on AttiMles of Elementary Teachers;,"-

.,

Journal of Research in Science Teachibg,' 18 (3): 2491254, 1981:
Descriptors--*Educational television; EIementary Education;'
*Elementary School Science;. Elementary School ,Teachers;
*Inservice Teacher Education; Science Education;
*Science-Instruction; 'cienee Teachers; *Teacher Attitudes

Expanded abstract and analysis.prepred especially for I.S.E. by
Steven Gilbert, Purdue University.'

Purpose 6

e

This stu was intended to evaluate the effect of using televised

inserVic seneations on the .,science attitudes of practicing

elementary school teachers. It proposed .-to evaluate the relationships

between selected teacher characteristic" and att4tude changes brought

about by the program. These characteristics included the number of

graduate credits earned in science courses,-previous-attendenee. at

in- service science workshopa,, grade assignment, age, gender, and

teach experience

Rationale

4
:reacher in- service; rograms need to be designed and presented with

consideration Toth general effectiveness and individual teacher

needs. Not all teachers stll respond to a given presentation in the

same way This study was designed to extend previous work demonstrating

that age and grade level are potentially important factors in determining

the effectiveness of in- erVice educatlin (Schwirian, 1969) 4It(was

lsb expected to elicit findings that could be related to the

conclusions of Hasarra Bluish (975) that in-service programs are
*

positively correlated with attitude change and that the level of

education is negatively correfated with changes in attitude.



r,.

Consideration df demographic variables such as these is necessary if

curriculuw designers are to create effer)Itive and reliable in-service

expekiences for 'teachers.

Research Dtaign and Procedures ,

,This.study was conducted with 138 elementary school teachers (K-6)

serving in Dubbque, I6wa.- 'Twelve in-service sessions with.a duration

of approximately thirty minutes each were constructed for televised

showing. Two of these sessions were locally pro duced. The otiher.ten,

were made by splicing a locally-produced segment of ten minutes to a

twenty minute section taken from- the Science in the Elementary School
1'

series (Western Kentucky University). Each,individual teacher was

asked to view five sessions, witch threleof the programs concentrating

on science process skills and pedagogy and the other two being

individdalized by teacher'as to subject.prea (physical or life science)

If and grade level (primary or intermediate) .

The research was of a one-group pretest-Imsttest design with no

control. The major dependent variable was gain score on an instrument

called the Science- Attitude Teaching Scale (Moore, 1973). This test

has six items which are ranked on a Likert scale,from'l to.5, giving

a maximum score possible of 30 and a minimum score of 6. Three

attributes are measured: personal attractiveness of teaching science,

fact vs. process orientation and'directive vs..student centered control.

Each attribute is, measured by two items. A Workshop Evaluation

Questionaire.was also completed and used to assess the attitudes of

the teachers toward the workshop itself.

The independent variables included number of credit' hours science

classes at the graduate level, participation in previous inservice

science programs, grade level, gender, age and teaching experience.

Treatment, 4hich was given to all teachers, was participation in the

in-service program.

12 17,
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Data were analyzed using gain scores on the STAS. These scores --

were grouped according to the_27% rule of Cureeon (195i). The Upper

27% of the scores made up .one group, the'lower27% made up a second

group, and a third group consisted of the middle 46%. Application of

this-rule tp the' gain scores esulted in those from -1 to --1.6 ,being

ik.'
analyzed together, those from -2 to +4 being analyzed as .the second

group, and those from +5 to +17 as the third, top group.

Chi/ square analysis of STAS "groups by independent variable was

performed for each of the independent variables listed.

Findings
O

.

Evaluation of the results showed that there were signfficant

differences between the groups on gain scores when two demographic

variables were :considered: course creditg in science courses and

teacher participation in previous science, in- service. 'Both analysis,

were significant to an alpha level of'.038.

For number of eredt% hours, tfacl;ers were grouped as low (0 -6),

middle (7-12) or high (13+). The distribution of teachers, in the

STAS categories for the middle arid high group was approximately 1:2:1

in both cases. In the low group, the teacher distribution was in a

ratio of approximately 1:1:2 in favor of a higher gain score.

In considering the effects of prior in-,service experience, teachers

were placed into one'of two groups: those who had previoUs experience

and those who had not. In the STAS group with the highest gain scores,

there were 6 times more teachers who had had no previous inservi4
i.

than had had it (a 1:6 ratio). This ratio changed to 1:3 in the

middle SIAS group and 1:1 in the lower group, i.e., those with negative

gain scores.

No significant difference was,found between STAS groups when

consi ering'grade level, gender age or teaching experience.

n the workshop evaluation instrument, 73% of the participants

indicate cir willingness to have television used in future in-service

presentation .
Locally produced.segments were preferred by a ratio of 3:1.

13
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ti teachers:

Because'oP.thefavorable response to the use` of television, as

well as the relatively positive rating of the locally produCed segments

over the commercial ones;:the-researchers.cenclude that the lack of

professionalism inherent in the 'locally produced segments can be

inteuretations

When two'attributes were considered, televised in-service programs

sierefoundAko be differentially effective. in changing teacher attitudes .'

toward science. Teacher credits in science and participation in 'previous

,science in-service programs appear to be negatively related to.attittde

gain scores.. The researchers.Oggegt dig upporthis Sts'preNrious

findings that the more college credits a acher_has the more

irnegative his or her attitude toward scien e will b4 They suggest

r

,

. ,

rr tnat the in-service model that wasused was detrimental to those
f

offset by the greater individualization possible by productionat the

local level.

Their suggestions are that local science in-service directors

should consider; l) using televised components df in- service programs,

(2) developing locally produced television programs (3) assessments

of the demographic characteristics of teachers while designing segments'

sand programs, and (4) teachers' predispositions toward science and

the teaching of science.

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

'The importance ,4f tailoring in-servic&programs more closely to

the needg of 'the practicing teache; is apparent to those who have spent

any time in the classroom. .Just as, there has been a movement to try

to accomodate the interests and attiludes of child-learners; so should

there now be an attempt.to do this with teacher-learners. Central to

this effort is the 'need to identify relevant ldarner attributes.

14
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6

A number/ of major, p, ms 'are apparent in this work, at least one

of which is serious enough cast doubt on its usefulness. This one

particular problem is the losS of information which occurs because of

the decision to use the 27% rule to group gaIn scores The decision

to do this means that ittis not possible to distinguish a gain score

of +5 from one of +17 or, alternatively, to distinguish a relatively

minor loss of -3 from a major loss of -16.

This loss of infolination.is combined with a failure to present any

information at all concerning the true testsscores of the teachers.

Tbis is imp&-tant sitice it is probable thdt those whO started out ethe

lowest, would be .expectNd to show the greatest,gainS, while thoSe who

started out the highest,might show less gain or even a negative score

due to regression toward the mean. aeachers who have few Stiepcoicredits

and no previous in-service training in science might be expected to
r

score low on thepretest,'but then to make the highest gains. This is

the pattern we see in terms of gain scores, but because the stores

theMseives are not Presented, we cannot see whtre each teacher was to

begin with.

Teachers who have had ^'a relatively high level of training in science

.might begin high and make little gain in terms of attitudes, or even

show a loss because of the effects of regression. Because losses of

-3 are,lumped together with lasses of X16, we have no notipn of how

much of the loss we are seeing is slight andlzaw much is major. This

distinction is important when considering the influence of regression.

Here, too, it is important to know the scores, you are starting with.

The authors use thee gain scores to support the content` on that

the more college credits a teacher has, the more-negative his r her

attitude toward science will be. In fact, they present no evidence

f<or this. To say that teachers who have more college credit have

lower gain scores is not the same thing as saying that they haVe lower
4

test scores,.. which is presumably the basis for this claim, A teacher

who begins high and then regresses may have a bettef science

attitude score ;hen one who begins low and gains a great deal.

15
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The researchers also contend that "the inrservice model used in'

this study was actually detrimental to these (high credit'') teachers."
,

Again, lox the reasons previously stated: this claim is not validated.

There Might be any Aumberofreasons why teachers with .more science

credit have lower gain scores. The most obvious reason is that they

already' have a good attitude:I, other teachers have the most to gain

from the program.

fact, the distributiOn of teachers n the high-credit (13+)

group is approximately 1:2:1 in,the STAS categories, very near the

27:46:27 expected by the 27Z !rule. These teachers c4Enot,"pile .up"

in the high-loss category as would be expected if they Were being

del mentally affected. It appears, rather, that there -is` not much

eff ct at all. In the case of prior in-- service experience, teachers

who have the greatest loss in gain scores - who are in the lower

,group - are equally divided between those who have had prior in-service

. and thoSe who have-not. Thisjs, again,-not the pattern tote expected

if the program was actively detrimental to those who have prior in-service

experienee.

A second major problem i apparent in the choice-of instrument.

While the STAS is defended with regard to its reliability and construct

validity, it is questionable Whether or not a six-item instrument has

the ability,to measure such awide-ranging attribute attitude toward

science. /1

,

On an in tru\ment with a fairly large number of items, differences

in interpret tion tendto have less'effect on the total score than when
4

. fewer items are used. On a small test, items should be tightly drawn

with little room, for alternative interpretations. Unfortunately, the

STAS does nyt appear to be either tightly drawry or large enough to

compensate for its lack of precision. ExaMPles of this lack of

tightness are the items: "There are certain 'facts in science that

children Should know" and "Science tea4ing should be gliding or

facilitating learning." Even the most process-oriented teacher might

agree with the first, depending upon the interpretation of what is

meant by certain facts, and knowing. The two terms, "guiding" and



-4

"facilitating" are

concepts actually

so depen ent upon an understan ing of what thes

ly.,

The researchers in this ease-alio fail to report reliab.ilities

with' regard to their own administration of the test.

d/Other problets also crop up, though they7are less destruct ive to

the intent or the researCh. For instance, no-hypotheses:are presented,

though the nature of the work is suitable for-their foimulatiop A..
-.

,qtatement. df the research.problemsis included, tut 'the expectations

of the authofs aie not apparent-
4

Another important problem is the definitions'bl'"seiencfe.process

skills and,pedagogy" which is.,used to describe the content of three of

the five' televised sessions. 'It is important to know whether or not

the attitudes being stressed in these sessions are the lame, or

.essentially similar, to the attitude's being measured/on theSTAS.

This points 'up the reasonable supposition that an attitude questionaire

based on the content of the presentation might:be far and away a better

measure of attitude change than a,standard instrument such as the STAS.

This is especially true if we are, concerned with the process, of attitude

change, rather than the content

The lack of a control -group was unfortunate, but would not be

serious withTroperlrandlipg of the data.. With J38 leachers a control_

,group would seem to be possible and would have added to the nalysis

of the treatment effects. Randomly assigning.half of the t achers to

an in-service in art or-English would have proijded a control while

still making a worthwhile contribution to the needs of the teachers

and the district/.

Finally, the suggestion that locally produced in-service segments

provide for greater individualization, despite their lack of "professional

polish," is simply not supported by anything presented in the paper.

While 73%,of the participants in the in-4ervice agreed that television

should be used in future in-service sessions, and while there was a

3 to 1 preference for the locally produced segments, this amounts to

little more than the results of 4 popularity contest, Nothing is'

presented to show that locally produced segments were less professional
.
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or more individualized than the co er4ial ones. Either important

supportiv6.'information was not inglu edin the report,.or the

.conclusions-cannot be supported by the data collected. 4

The need for *search on the effectiveness of te:fevived in-service

training -is certdinly evident. However, what is really important if

,this research is to provide a basis for curriculum design is.the

discovery
of reasons for obseived-changes. If 14 is true that science

in-service programs are positively related to attitude changes toward *-

science, and negatively affected by advanceditraining, then the

\question that really needs answering is: Why?

Certainly Sheldon and Halverson's conclusions that-demographic

variables should be considered when designing seecif+c in-service

programs is true, as it's thel. >4 contentio t predislositional

attitudes toward science and the-teaching- of should be

considered. With more pieparation, it might have been.possible to

gather much more information about teachers' feelings and attitudes

than was presented

of the data/ and a

perceptions of fihe

depth and meaning

here. A more complete presentation and

more open-ended approach iii questioning

value of the workshops might have added

to this work.
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Herman, G. D4 and R. Willings. "Evaluation. of Science Teacher
Educatibn Programs." SCience 'Education, 64 (2) 175-183, 198,
1980

Descriptors -- College Science; *Evaluation` Methods; Higher
. Education; Prev.ervicejeachei- Education; *Program. Evaluation;

. Science Education; *Seierice Prdgrams;.*Science Teachers;.
*Teacher Education Curriculum

Expanded absteact and' analysis prepared especially for by

,Dorothy L. Gabel, Indiana university.

P

purpose

TheThe major reason for conducting this study was to examine the. ,

methOdologiessthat can'be used to evaluate teacher education programs.

t In so doing,. the authors evaluated a"'teaCher education program in

Australia.

Rationale

The authors examined evaluation studies of teacher education
(

programs and found,that-the methodology used in the evaluations was

flawePl. In previous studies, when students rated the degree to which

they thought the teacher education program in Which they had been

enroll,ed influenced their attainment of certain attributes or objectives,

when an attribute was given a low rating, it was impossible to tell

whether the rating was low because their program Ad not include the..

attainment of the attribute as an objective, whether the program was

ineffective, or_whether the attribute was attaintd in some other. way

besides the specified progiam, In order to overcome this ambiguity in

interpretati , the authors proposed an alternative way to.collect and

analyze data to evaluate teacher education programs.



t,oRt

Research Design and Procedures

#

The evaluation design utilizid in the study is based on the Stake
, -

model which includes three phases-. These are:

1. the evaluation of the intrinsic worth of the .objectives.

2: the evaluation of the degrpe of attainmeneof thgobjectives.

3. ascertaining factors associated with the degree of attainment

of the stated objectives.

The authors'examined the suitabliity of .various analyticaltechni ues

such as the tktest, congruence, discrepancy, correlation, ordering-theory

.hierarchy, and open-ended questions within this framework. The

evaluition consisted o (1) comparing ratings of the importance _of the

...objectives of the science methods\component of a teacher education

program by the two course designers by 51 relatively new science

teachers,and by la master teachers, 2) rating -the attainment of the

objectives both directly by the new teachers and indirectly by

observations of the-new teachers by the master teachers, and (3) the

answeringlof open-ended questions.

Findings

The three phases of the evaluation process each employed different

techniques. &it.. Phase I,, the evaluation of the intrinsic worth of the

objectives, the authors made comparisons between the ratingd-of the

course designers and the new teachers (products of the program), and

between the ratings of the course designets and the: master teachers'.

This was done by using both t-tests and by rank ordering.. The

superiority of.the rank ordering procedures was shown. Ordering- theory

analysis,was thbn used to indicate why teachers rated some objectives

more important'than others., qomparisons between the, analysis of the

teachers' rating and thoseef.the master teachers usinkk ordering-theory

analysis led to the conclusion that "effeeelve rapport -class control

leading to or interacting with good strient motivation, the use of

20



activity-oriented \lessons, and the ability to develo. sucp attitudes
.4)

as'curiosity" are necessary for effective science. instruction..

To determine the. perceived attainment of objectives, Phase 2'

of the 4tUdy, an absolute criterion was necessary for thequestionnaire'

data. Point 3 on a five point scale was used. Resulta were not given

in the i-eport.'
a

Phase 3 of the Study investigation of possible actors associated'

wVh 'the-perceived attainment o' objectiveL, wasimveskigated by

comparing the designers1 r,atings of, importanee of ,the obj'ectives with

the new teaChers' attainment of the aljectives as rated'by the master ,

teachers: Data werelanlayzed using the Spearm'an rank-ordeA'cOrrelatiOn

coefficient ani testa of congruende for individual objectives.. This

coupled with thenew teachers' comments on'oPen-ended'questions led to

the conclusion that an Increase in school experience during which
r

tp

activity lessons were being taught, and a.great:er knowledge of ev4uation

techniques would haVe led to the attainment -of the other,15bjectiVes_

Interjretations

The authors,conclude that the congruency- discrepancy approaCh
f

in conjunction with a rank-erderanalysis and the ordering-theory
. ,.

analysis are useful tools for evalbiting teacher education programs.
. ,

.ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

4%.

Evaluation cp\teacher education programs is important if the

quality of teaching in this country is to improve. Freq-uently teacher

education program evaluations are quite superficial. In most instances,

only small.components of 'the programs are tested, and the evaluation
op.

is not extended beyond, those students still enrolled in the program.

Hermann and Willings provide techniques in this report that can be used

to evaluate teacher education programs with the pioducts of those
4
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Programs. They ideweifY,errors made itn the research procedures in

preVious studies and suggest new methodologitaeehniques'. The

techniquesthat are suggestedre not new.' WhatA.s new is the

aPplication of these techni444 in evaluating teacher education programs.

This.teSearch report merely highlights the techniques used.

Unfortunately, apt enough,detall is given, particularly for phases

2 and 3 of the study, to make the.. evaluation procedures. stated in the

;

report comprehensible, to the:OrdinarY readet% 'leferences are given,
,r1

'hoWeverj,S6'it can probably :be assumed that a science education

researcher who is interested in 40 lying the techniques-deSoribed in

the report has ready Sources :orMation accessible to him /her.
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Gabel, Dorothy. and, PeterRubba. "Sci.nceProcess Skills: Where

Should Theybe Taught?," school Science and Mathematics Journal,

80 (2): 121-126, February, 1980.
Descriptors--*Attitudes; *Educational Research; Higher

EdUcation *MethodS aoUrses;-*Physics; Preservice Teacher
Education;*proceSs Education; Science Instruction; *Teacher

.)

Education

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially fot by

Jerry G. Horn, Kansas State .University.

Purpose

The study was designed to a determine which of two 't4pes of courses,-

a modified physics course or a methods course, would best improve the-A,

preservice teachers' attitudes toward science,and science teaching

and their ability to use the process skillet More specifically, this

study was designed:

1) to determine whether there was any differance'in process

skill acquisition when students were taught the skills as an

integral part of a physics course.or whether they weraught

in isolation in a Science methods course.

2) to compare physics students' attitudts toward science and

science teaching when the course related to teaching, science

with attitudes of situdents in a methods course with similar

experiences.

Rationale

7

The usual college preparation programs"for elementary teachers

include instruction science-and. in teaching methodology. In larger

institutions, these two processes are often performed by differfnt

instructors and in different colleges, i.e. a college of arts and

sciences and a collegeof education. There is.an obvious need.for

students in teacher education programs torelate the science learned

in the college science courses to the teaching of science to children66'.

ti
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An attempt was made at IndianA,University td modify an existing

physics course to help elementary education majors seethe relationship

between their physics course and the science-they would teach in the

elementary' schools. Mctifications included:

1) using elementary science curriculum project experiments as

part of the laboratoty instruction,

2) an emphasis on process skills

3) additional experiences related to children.

earch Desi n and Procedures

'

The subjects consisted of 58 studentsSenrblled in physics (one

' lecture andfour lab sections taught by two instructors) and 52 students

enrolled in science methods the same semester (two sections taught by

the same instructor).

The treatment consisted of participating in one of the two courses.

Instruction in the physics course included the use of ESS, S -APA, and

SCIS experiments, science process skill emphasis in the lab reports

(for half the students), and experience related. to children. The science

methods instruction consisted of three major components: the curriculum

projects, the science process skills, and generic skills (lesson

planning, objeCtives, questioning, etc.). Methods students also had

experiences related to childten, 4.e., observing and teaching science

lessons in ideal elementary school classrooms.

The research design was Primarily two parallel "One-Group

Pretest-Post Test. Designs" for some comparisons ,and a modification of

the "Pretest-Posttest Control Group Design" for others. In this case,

the control group was in reality another treatment (experimental group).

All subjects were administered twd pretests. One was Moore's
. .

"Science TeaChing Attitude Scales." This instrument, containing 140
p_

w Likert-type.items keyed to four position Stsatemento about science

Vint I) and three statements about science teaching (Part II), hail a

calculated reliability coefficient using the test-retest method, of

24
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4\9.93 for Part I and 0.89 fat-Tart 1I.\ The other pretest "The 'Science

Measure -for Teachers," developed by AAAs';;, was used to determine students

proficiency in the science process skills
\

This test assesses boththe

simple and integrated process skills normally presented in the

elementary 'school classroom, and it haS'a reported reliability of 0.89.

The same two instruments were administered to the-subjects of the

treatment groups (physics .students and methods students) as/a postteSt.

to "evaluate the effectiveness of instruction. "

Findings

4

The data from,the pretest results of the t comparison groups

were compared, using PartS I and II subscales and-';he total score of

the attitude instrument and the score of the process. test. On

the attitude measure, significant differences at the .041, level

(F 8.48) was found on Part II and a difference at t eQ.Q5 level

(F on total score. In both cases, the result fvored the

Subjects in the methods course; with regard to attitude t*faid science

teaching (Part,II) and total score. No significant differed es were

'found between the `groups on.Part I (attitude toward seienc apd the,

process skill test. -0
Analyses of the posttest results produced a significant

at the 6.001 level (F 11.87) on Part II and 0.5 (F = 6.81

total score of the attitudinal measure. Again, the-methods, nts'

scored higher. On the process skill measure, a diffdience at p 0.05

level (F - 3.94) was found, with the physics students producih he

higher scores. Only one of the two physic's instructors used splcific

training in the process skills; and, when only students trained Vthe
/'

process skills are considered and using pretest scores as a covatfate,

the difference between the physics students and methods students

becomes even greater.

rIce
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Interpretations

The data analysis seems to indicate that elementary majors will

make, substantial gains in attitudes toward science teaching whether

enrolled in a specially designed_physics course or in a science methods

course. Equally or more important is the finding that science process

skills appear to be more effectively taught in the physics course than

'in the methods course. This suggests a division of emphases between

the two courses. Teaching science process skills in a physics course

may help students come to the realization that the science process

skills are a vital part of science and not exercises to be performed

in a methods course.1,,

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

The search for the most effective and-efficient pl ement and

emphases of activities and learning experienCes to devop knowledge,

skills and attitudes for teaching is perplexing and(a long standing

problem. Teacher. educators and others look to research on occasion

for guidance, bilt An many cases resort to "best, professional judgment.'

Research on this-topic is often incomplete, or the studies are based
. .

to such unique situations thatIgeneral.izability is elifacult. This

study, reported by Gabel.and Rubba, does add to the literature, and

it certainly was intended to address an unanswered Auestion.

However, I fear that in its sample, treatment, and design, the

study is another reflection of the problems cited above. In essence,

the sample is not adequately defined and the description of the*

treatmenCwould be difficult, if not impossible, to, replicate. The

authors identified inherent differences between the students in the

treatment groups, i;e., class le0e1/years in college; preViCr

courseworkvin sciencz, and possible motives for choosing physics; but

these differences Noire not addressed in the analyses-with one except

and that was due to differential treatment in' the physics'course.
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4

However, in the. Conclusions and Discussion of the original article,

they cautioned about interpretations of the results "because students

were not randomly assigned to groups and the students a ed in the
4

two courses may not be equivalent." I fully appreciate the authors'

interest in comparing these two courses and the usual makeup of the

student-population in them, but they narrowed their focus 2n the

treatment, and that is what should be addressed in the report.

The authors-state in the conclusions that "elementary majors will
114

make substantial gains in attitudes toward science teaching whether

enrolled in a specially designed physics course or in a 'science methods

course."This is important consideration, and the data were

availabf, but it was not addressed in the statistical analyseso this

study While the authors may feel this cone is obvious in

looking -at the means of the data, I would think a s Milar statement

about the process skills could be made. The means for the process

skills test increased from 11.02 to 54.17 and 9.96 to 50.73 when

pre- and posttest scores are considered, for the ihysica students and

methods students, respectively. This is a rather obvious inconsistency,

especially since both attitudes and processes of s ence were of

central focus in the study.

Some of the problems in the design, conduct, and reporting of this

typeof study can be easily corrected. However, there are others that

will always be present. Specifically, lack of opportunity to assign

subjects to treatment groups in a random manner and the lack of total

control over the treatment, wAn regularly scheduled courses in an

educational program are utilized, plague research in education aner

certain other social and 1?ehavioral sciences. As, a researcher, one

rust weigh the potential Problems and select the most valid and useful

option, and One option might be to not do the study. Invalid or

misinterpreted findings may cause a consumer to have false expectations

and security in suggested practices.

This study has addressed but one question of many in this domain.

With increasing knowledge and with more and-more requirements for

5
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teacher education programs being imposed from external forces, me must

Constantly. seek the most effective curriculum possible. Gabel and Rubba

haVe provided a springboard for others to seek additional answers to

important questions.
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% 4Nussbaum, J. "Towards the Diagnosis by Science Teachers of Pupils'

Misconceptions: An Exer9iseyith'Student Teachprs." European

Journal of Science Educstion, 3 (2.): 159-169, 1901.;

Descriptors-713iology Ehemistry; College Science; Competency

Based Teacher Education; Higher Education; *L stening Skin's;

*Preservice Teacher Education;, ScienceEducat on;.*Sclence/

Teachers

*1\11

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared especially for by Eugene-\

L. Chiapetta, University of Houston

Ns"

Pur_pOss

The purpose of this study was to investigate student teachers'

competency to diagnose pupils' answers for possible misconcepti

.06

1

Rationale,

The science education reseah literalture Is replete with
.

information which indicates that irdeRts who, have taken sciencelack

lAtheir understanOing,of-even'theMOSi basic science concepts. lane

po -ible cause for thiS leaning problem lies in tjie difficult stuaents

have in listening to ,and comprehending what the teacher says d ing

instru ion. Obviously this one-way CommuniCaticzn pattern froloteacher

to Student i ineffectAwe for the teaching of m ny abstract science

concepts. S nce teachers must build in anothe component to the
I

instructional rocess in order to improve pupil understanding, and

that is to li ten ta,*their pkils in order to determine the nature of

their migconceptions. Then they must turn.this knowledge into useful.

information that can be given to thb pupils to impror their comprehen- '

sion of.science concepts r-

T e approach taken in.this research was based on tha found in

iliithe Br ish Science Teacher Education Project (kEP. The present

researcher modified the STEP model to include exercises for science

student teachers'Which emphasized the following:

S
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(1) To develop-awareness it is not enough to evaluate a pupil's

answers in terms of scientific correctness, but it is of

equal importance to pay attention to the nature of the pupil's

inisconceptions.,

(2)' To enhance competency in rapidly scanning a pupil's written

answers and 'reading between the lines' for detection of..

possible misconeeptions:

,(3) To enhance competency in diagnosing a pupil's misconceptions

using psychologicaj..and philosophical.terms and ideas.

(4) To increase ability in raising various considerations leading

.to.:more:appropriate reactions tQ pupils' misconceptions in

theteaching-learning ,inocess:
.

Research Design and Procedures

Sublects./Z subjects in this study consisted of threebiology.

(w..521 and two chemistry ,(n....31) student teacher sections, and one

graduate (n=11) student group. The graduate students were pursuing

M.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees in science education and possessed various

baCkgrounds in science content areas: The student teachers were from

various.unive ities and colleges in Israel and were believed to be

typical of studentfteathers (STs) in the country.

Materials.. The materials consisted of twvsupposed explanations

of a given physical phenomenon. The explanations were constructed from

the results of previous research by the author (Nus6baum and Novick,

1979) in which pupils' explanations of certain physical phgnomenci were

analyzed. From that study, the researchers were able to detect various

misconceptions which appeared to exist in the reasoning of youngsters

about the physiCal world.

Administration. The procedures for this investigation were as

follows:

(1) Student teachers (STs) were informed that, as part of their

program, they were going to do an exercise on "reading pupils'

'a
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4
answers." They were informed that the exercise would begin

by working individually on worksheets, which would be

followed by smallAeam and whole-group discussions.

(2) STs were given a Worksheet in which they.ere:asked to read

and respond to pupils' responsefA and then to response B.

(3) Each ST reported his responses to the task orally while a

tutor tabulated all the djta on the Chalkboltird. The tutor

tabulated the data on the board and pointed out the great

variety that existed among,the:STs' analyses of the pupils'

;explanations of physical phenoMena,

(4) The STs were then asked to re-read and analyze certain pupils'

responses.

(5), 'The tutor ended the procedure with a group discussion to:

eiarily the difference between technical or informational

errors and misconceptions; and to elaborate and advalorte the

quality of the diagnosis, of the misconceptions made earlier

-by the STs. This was done by applying concepts at terms
i

from cognitive psychology and the philosoph* of science.

Results

1, There was.considerable variance in the analyses of pupils'

explanations of physical phenomena within the groups (biology ,

STs, chemistry STs, and graduate students) as well as between

these groups.

2. The misconception that was detected with highest frequency was

the tendency of"pupils to relate animism to dynamic physical

phenomena. Even this most frequently identified misconception

was detected only,by about half of the STs (54 out of ,94 Ss).

Each of the other to misconceptions was identified by less

than one _third of the STs (31 and 27 out of 94'Ss),

3. The biology STs.showedlower awareness of misconception 3

(science laws as Separate from nature) than of miscdrzkeption 1

(ccintirluoils model for the structure of matter).
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4. The STs, in attempting to analyze pupils' explanations and

misconceptions of physical phenomena, gave general remarks

about pupil responses rather than those which had interpretive

quality.

Interpretations

I

Teaching pupils science concepts is a difficult task, which is/

evidenced by the lack of knowledge and the misconceptions that pupils

possess about these ideas. .Training programs must address this serious

problem. One solution to this problem is to make prospective science

teachers aware of the difficulties inherent in promoting the achievement

of the meat basic science concepts by helping them to realize the.extent

to which students misunderstand these ideas.

The firSt step toward mproving student4' conceptions is to assist

new teachers to analyze pupils' explanations about natural phenomena.

We can begin with student teachers, and we will probably find that they

have consiftrable difficulty in identifying misconceptiorts,and explaining'

why they occurred. The diagnostic approach appearsto be an excellent

instructional strategy to correct and improve a student teacher's own

understanding of the physical world.

AVSTRACTOR S ANALYSIS

The present study is one among many investigations by the author

and other researchers to investigate the misconceptions that exist in

the thinking of students who have been taught science course subject

matter. These studies usually employ an interview procedure, similar

to that used by Jean Piaget, to assess the cognitive development of

children and adolescents. Nussbaum and Novak (1976) used this approach

"to determine children's concepts of the earth and Nussbaum (1979) more

recently investigated children's conceptions-of the earth as a cosmic
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body. Erickson (1979) analyzed children's conceptions of heat and

. temperature. rumby_.0984) recently reported a study on the

misconceptions about the concept of natural selection by medical biology

students.

-The-Studies.cited above and many others which have focused on'

science content seem to provide the same conclusions that were reported

in earlier. iesearcIC(Chiappetta, 1976) on science process skill

acquisition and cognitive development: People usually show less

understanding of science subject matter and intellectual skill

development than what ought to be expected, given their age and

schooling. Further, the intelleftual competence of adults on science

related learning tasks has been 'just as disappointing as that demonstrated

by children. -

Analysis of students' conceptions of science concepts appears to be

a powerful teacher strategy. First, it can be used to increase

awareness of misconceptions about, major ideas that all students should

learn in their science course work. Second, it can be used to design

instruction to change the thinking of students who possess misconceptions.

Third, it can be used to design instruction that may insure more

accurate concept learning than that which presently exists. Science

instruction at all levels should slow down and provide.thre learner with

greater depth and breadth of experiences to improve knowledge acquisitio,

and todpieVent misconceptions.

The interview technique appears to hold great promise for improving

the teaching competence of science teachers. It can heighten awareness

of the errorful learning that is occurring, and use this knowledge to

improve the design and delivery of instruction. Since few would be

shocked by the conceptual level of most students who have taken science

courses, the real problem is to do something about it. Experimental

studies must now be conducted to deterMine the extent to whichtit is

possible to improve students' achievement by teachers who have used the

clinical interview technique to become sensitized to students'

understanding of science concepts. Further, what are the contributions

of poor instruction, cognitive development, and forgetting to this

33
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prob eM of misconception? These queStiohs must be .nswered in the

near future in order to Support the inter0.1w method a h uses ul teacher

train ng strategy.
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laibeei, R. A. "Do Teachers Rate Science Attitude Objectives As
-,

Highly Astogniti*ObjeCtiVes?" Journal of Research in Science
Teaching, 18 (1): ::i0.-72, 1981.

Descriptora7*ffeetive Objectives; Behavioral Objectives;
*Cognitive 05jeo0.ves; Interviews:; Questionnaires;
*Science CurricUlUm; *Science EduCation; *Science Teachers;
Secondary EdUcation; Secondary School Science, *Teacher Attitudes

.
4.

Expanded abstract and axial:} is prepared especially forl..S.E; by

Robert E. Yager, .-The University. of Iowa.

Purpose

The purpose of this investigation was to conduct LCgtukly of
.4,.!-

teacher perceptions concerning the relatiVe importantt of various

curricular obj ctives... Specifically, the investigatdilypothesiz 4
,

that Objectives in the affeetve'domain are0`garded aa legs important
. e .

k v

by teacherali than are cognitive objectivet.
4

Rationale

Sehibeci asserts that curriculum deV lOpers.hve emphasized

attitude objectives to a much greater eaten recentil.ttra n in ;Iiipas

He cites reviews by 60nei- and by Ormerod an DUckWorth frOieating

greater research interest with objectives fn trke affective domain.

Ht also reported on recent reviews of articles delins with objectives

which have appeared'in Science - Education, and the Journal of - Research

irLssi.sacsLeaslavin The most frequently 'mentioned category was

objectives dealing with attitudes and interests. Attitude objectives

are reported aa commonly included in teacher guides for new curricula.

Schibeci notes that-there is'little'evidence that teacher views

have been sought gas affective objeCtiVes haVe beeti eMphaSized by

curriculum developers and researchers. He- does note studies by Taylor

and Maguire, and ten years.late by Carey, that report. teacher rating

of .various objectives And then compares such _ratings with other group's,
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such, as administrators .end parents, $chiheci suggests that such studies

may not consider what teachers do on a daily basis to meet various

objectives and/or thar.they may not indicate an actual valuing of

affective objectives except in some general abstract way.

The study includes a Very general.veview of. actions taken by

curriculum developers With .respeCt to foCus on objectives in the

affective domain and the -interest in the domain by researchers. It

suggests that teachers may agree that such objectives. are important

but that they may do little or nothAg'to teach toward such goals

and/or evaluate their success in meeting them.

o .

Research Design and Procedures
N.

A questionnaire was constructed to use with random samples of

science teachers for grades 8-10 the results indicate teacher reaction

to basic objectives associated with the sclencp programs for the

selected grade levels in schools in Western Australia. In-a follow -up

study, some of the teachers who completed the questionnaire were

interviewed as a means of settling additional informaildn cOncerning

teacher 'perceptions and rationale in responding to items on the

questionnaiie.

The sample consisted of 'teachers who were listed by the Western

Australian,Education Department as teaching two or more hours of science

per week in government high schools. A random sample of 202 was drawn

from the 632 teachers on the list. _Of the 202 contacted, 149 or nearly

)k#74% replied after two reminder letters were distributed. In addition

principals of all 68 non-government schools were invited -to participate

by identifying one teacher for involvement in ttle-AdY. Only 57.4%
7 .

of th teachers so identified completed the questionriaire and thereby

were included in the study.
.

,

The sample was described as representative of all science teachers

in the state for the following reasons. A total of 83.9% of.the

government teachers were male; a total of 83.7% of the sample were male.
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When the non-government teachers were included; the percentage of males

was 82.4%. When the teaching experience of respondents was compared
4

to the situation with all teachers as reported by the Schools Commission,

the average was "very similar." Science teachers in Western Australia

'are typically male, relatively inexperienced (four years or fewer in

teaching), and have a four-year preservice 4italificgion:whiCh includes

a three:year Bachelor of Science degree and a one year graduate diploma

in Education..

The teachers selected for the study reacted teach offour
Er

objectives' found in the science' curriculum guide for grades S - 10

in the Edu6ation Department of Western Australia(1974). The first

two objectives were classified as cognitive objectives since they

were concerned with the.nature of seieute and scientific procedures.

The next tre objectives were classified as attitude oklectives since

they dealt with such items as attitude of inquiry, willingness to

suspend jtidgement, anclan awareness' of the impact of science on society. ,

A semantic differential fo t was Used to elicit respOnses to; the

four objectives. TWenty bipolar bjective pairs, separated by a seven-
, r

point rating scale, were used: important-unimportant, subjective

objective, useless-useful, complex-simple," unde0.rable-desirable,

exciting-dull, effective-ineffective, unpleasant - pleasant,'

practical-ityractical, uninteresting-interesting, unsuccessful-successful, ,

easy-difficult, vague-precise, helpful-unhelpful, cleat-unclear,

meaningless-meaningful, profound-7superficial, certain-uncertain,

positive-nega,tive, and necessary-unnecessary. The's<20 scales appeared
tv

,,

to have face validity for evaluating, each objective Cronbach s _,
.

0
,

for each of the four semantic differential concepts ki.e., the four.

/.i

objectiveS) was, respectively, .49, .95, .95, and .. /

0 /

Every teacher in the Perth, me dpolitan. area who-was willing to

discuss the issues raised-in the questionnaire was interviewed; this

included a.total 'of 35 teachers.- These teachers-wereiJnterviewed becatis,

it was, feasible-to do-so; they were not unlike all teachers who were

included in the total sample. Although a, variety of issues arose in

the -35 interviews, common questions included the following
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1., Are student attitudes to science important?

2. Are they assessed ?.

3. Are scientific attitude. important?

4. Are they assessed?,

Finding,p

1

Responses to individual items in the questionnaire by differeit

subgroups within the sample were compared. Analysis using one-way

analysis of variance or X2i tests as appropriate' (the .01 level of

significance was chosen) brut revealed that there were no statistically

significant differenceS in responses among any subgroups in'the total

sample.

For the semantic differential scales, a total score lor7each'

objective wascalculatedlby sum4ng theT20 indiVidual scale scores.

The ratings were summed because each scale was designed to evaluate

the particular objective..'The possible range of scores wab 20: (highly
,1-

positive) to 140 '(highly negative). The mean store for each objective

\,

was, respectively, 54.1, 56f6, 56.8, and 61.9. The .corresponding

standard deviations were 12.1, 16.0, 19.0 and .17.0.

The a priori hypothesis was that the first two (cognitive domain)

objectives would be rated more highly than the-Second two (affective

domain);objectives. Analysis of variance indicated that there was a

statistically significant difference between th0 pairs of means,

F(1,187)..22.99, p4.001.

A comparison of responses to each item in the questionnaire

(analysis of variance or X2 test) showed that there were no statistically

significant differences between thOse teachers interviewed and those

who were not. The responses of interviewed teachers were considered

'representative of their*colleagUes.' MoSt teach:el-I Interviewed agreed

that student attitudes to science (in'the sense of enjoyment of, and

satisfaction with, the science program) were important. ;However, teacf rs

reported that they, regarded these attitudes as less important than

other curriculum objectives. This is consistent with the results of

the questionnaire data.
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None of the teachers interviewed said that they assessed
,

attitudes formally- -that is, no use was made of instruments developed

f-

specifically to measure attitudes. Some felt that attitudes were

beyond the teaeherS' control,: much more powerful variables (such as

home environment') exerted an influence that the_teacher could net
..\

hope to overcame. Others were not as pessimistic: they'believed.that

variables Bch as 'teaching methods' could, and did influenee attitudes.

These teachers invariably nominated
4.
teacher enthusiasm as.the crucial

variable. Teachers'also reported that they made no attempt td assess

formally the development 'of scientific attitudes (such as "attitude

1of inquiry" and "willingness to suspend judgement} in students.

Interpretatidh

The 'following four statements represent Schibeci!S eenqusions,

inferences, and implications of his study:

Both questionnaire and 'interview data supported the hypothesis

,tEhat science teachers regard eognitive objectives,:as,more imOortaht'

than affectiVe objectives.

Teachers interviewed indicated quite clearlythat they madelio

systematic attempt's to teach towards affective objectives. Since

professional and biographical characteristics of-Inte'rviewed teachers

a

suggest that theyare representative sample'ef eheir colleagues,

teachers generallyMake little attempt to impiement_all,aspects of-the

scienceoprogram speCified in the curriculum guide.

Curriculum writers and developed need to be more aware et teachers'

perceptions of affective domain objectives'.. 'i4hile teachers may Share

the view that attitude objectives are'impertant, they certainly do not

systematically teach - ,towards attitudes. 'Rat et, the teach towards

students' acquisition of knowledge,-A clear T ,j ication for attitude

objectives is needed, together with guidance for teachers On how these

objectives can be achieved and ass sed.
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Teachers' reported lack of attempts to teach attitudes directly

/leads to a number of questiont which have not been considered in the

current- research in the affective,domain. These. questions include:

"What kinds of attitudes are studentg acquiring?", "Are these
. A

attitudes acquired mainly 'outside the science classrooms ?" "What

clasproom"process variables are most elpsely linked with students'

OttitPdeqr!

ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

Relationship of studies to others. Although the literature

.review section is very brief, it is. no doubt justified by, the brevity':

of the manuscript itself. The research cited is relevant and

exemplifies the focus on affective objectives by curricultiM developers
, .

and researchers. The review of literature and. the context provided

for the study is appropriate. It is clear that little has been done

to discern the degree to which science teacher's work speCifically to

:meet affeCtive objectives and that they siveittlt or ono attention

to assessing the' degree' to whiCb sucil objeeives are met.

Certainly the setting for,:the study could haVe been expanded con

sperably and to good advantage if more care had been taken in terms

of the actial research undertaken and the reporting of the results,

The manu cript is like an expanded abstract ;perhaps a pilot study.

An appropriate case is developed for more extensive study in the area's

of teacher optnion and actions regarding instructional objectives in

the affective domain.

Newliionceytualrcontributions. This study merely' illustrates

that there As a difference between stated objectives by curriciAlum

developers, agreement among teachers concerning the appropriateness

of goals, and interest on the part of.reSearhers for assessing goals.

It 'illustrates well our emerging understanding of the differences in

values and perapectivea.between researcher and teacher, between school

'leaders and teachers, between members of the public and teachers, and

between students and teachers.
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Thestudy illustrates well how certain objectives can be agreed

upotv,,almost without objection, However, stating and 4reeing to such

objectives often does not alter teaching and/br. testing/assessment.

The study.is simple and illustrates this, situation

New methodologicaLcontributions.- There is nothing new in terms

of the procedures followed, The questionnaire, the use of a.semantie

differential, and'the analysis performeclare all quite common. Perhaps'

the main contribution is the follow up with actual interviews with a

signifiCant sample elf the respondents to the questionnaire. Stich a

practice provided insights and reasons for interpreting the questionnaire

data in certain ways.

Validity of ,the study.' There is no reason to doubt the validity

,'Ofthestudy". However, as indicated previously,. the study is simple

in desigitand the information'reported about specific procedures, data

collection, and interpretation of specific data is almost ,cempletelY

,missing. The. entire, study is reported as a general sumniary,of a, study

or.ds's pilot effort that can be expanded with careful` controls,}

precisemeadures, actual numbers reported. Even the exact wording on

thc*fouF objectives used in the questionnaire is not',tob clear.;

Co*ents-on research design. The'design seems adequate. However,

thespecificitYofinforMation on the report is inade6tate for other

investigators to replicate the' specific study. Perhaps Schibeci she

havaken more time in 'describing the questionnaire,' the source for

the objectives studied,, tind.even more rationale for their classificat on.

Comments on adequacy of written report. The written report is fi

generaistatement. When taken at face value, the experiment is

interesting and the rebults clear. However, when one wants to examine

the objectives tiled,' the actual- results or the-semantic differential,

the protocols used for tht interviews, the reader is left' with only

the general statements provided in the short manuscript. It almbst

seems as,if the.a.uthdrprepared the report.in haste_and.is not toe

excitedabeut.the'design, the data, and/or their meaning.

:Too'often..:reseirehers spend too much time on design, data reportin

pTpcisibi(ip'f experimentation--and. then have no results (or. very limited
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ones) to tabulate and to discuss. The reader of this study is left
\ f

With questions-4questions related to the quantity, quality, format for

the objectives iii, the curriculum guide for' grades 8 - 10. With the

limited information about the cognitive objectives as well as the

afftive ones, questions arise concerning the author's classification

scheme. For example, objectives dealing with the nature of science. lr
110

and scientific procedures need not be cognitive objectives at all.:

And, similarly, objectives "dealing" with attitude of inquiry,

willingneis to suspend judgment' and awareness of the impact of science

on society need not be affective objectives. In fact, the one dealing

with Awareness seems very likely to be a cognittve objective--at let
with the brief-information presented in the manuscript.

The discussion section seems to merely substantiate this concern

that the report:is.much tab general and non-specific. No real

discussion is included. Instead the four.short:peragraphs (and one

of these is only one sentence) seem to be summary statements and/or

to point out implications (i.e., what teachers do in their teaching.

and failure of curriculum developers to realize thatfate of their

materials in the hands of,tesc*rs). Alliof these 'Opts Are interesting

and .warrant some real discussion.

The three questions raised are interesting. :.Perhaps e author

should have developed them further and made them a part 6f a

discussion instead of pre*enting them as a way of endiri the manuscript.

Assessment of current state of research in this area. The author

offers little such assessment. He merely points to research .reviews

illustrating interest on elhe part of researchers in Stating affective.

objectives. He merely asserts ;hat curriculum deVeiopers,haye tended

to emphasize more affective objectives in recent times. Such references

can hardly INclassified as an assessment of the'current state. Of

research concerning the affective domain in science education. The k

author surely could. have reported On the affective batteries of items

used in 1976-77 aa.a part of the Third Assessment of Science by the

National Assessment of Educhtional Progress in the. United States.
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Suggestions for future research. Again, Schlbeci makes some v'ery

interesting points and, 't the very en 40 he posits-interestin4 Orstions

for next-step research. Unfortunately, SCh beef is much 'too brief and

superfiCial:i one washed to follow up with specific experiments in
. .,

the Area of teacher opinions, practices, and assessment regarding

-objectlVes inthe affective' domain:

1<

i
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Welch, Wayne W., and FranCes Lawrenz. "characteristics of Male and

Female Science Teachers." Journal:0f Research in Science

'eTeaching, 19 (7): 587-594, 1482.
Descriptors --*Females; Science Careers; Science Education;

*Science Teachers4 Secondary-Education; *Secondary School
Science; Sex Differences; *Teacher Attitudes; *Teacher

CharaCteristics

Expanded abstract and analysis prepared' especial jr f,or I.S.E. by

Hans O. Andersen, Indiana University,

.1112.1.19As

The purpose established for this,study was to compare the

oharacteristies.of tale and female science teachers to determine if it

is Possible that the factors that Attract people to a particular career

choice might operate similarly on males and female. The hypothesis of

the study was:

Thefe areno significant differences between male and female

science teachers on a set of cognitive, affective, and behavioral

/measures.

.4
Rationale

Cognitive, affective, and behavioral, differenci,s betWeen males and

females in mathematics and science among the general public have. often-

been .reported'by researchers. The general public, Of course, AnCludes

a wide variety of people including science teachers who might be very

much'alike. In this study, the investigator sought to determine.

whether or riot affective, cognitive, and behavioral differences existed

between a sample of male and female science teacher and, if

differences existed,,to discover their nature. This covexy, they

felt, would become an important first step in trying to undrstand why

females -select science and science teaching careers.
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Research Design and Procedures

Four categories of science teacher characteristics, thought to

,represent a-broad spectrum of imOortant teacher ch racteristics, were

identified for this study. These categories were: \(l) interest in.

scienee, (2) 141owledge of science,'(3),,receptivity to\change,Jand

(4) teachers' perception of.themselves and their environment.'

A randem'spple of 345 teachers,, selected from foU teen states and

including.J73 males and 73 femalesWere the subjects of\the

The sample',Was stratified by city size,' and representatike proportions

clDf schooleiwithin each/level were i-andoMly'selected. Onc the School
.

was selected, the high school physics, chemistry, biology\orajunior

high school science teacher was randomly selected; Each selected .

teacher completed four instruMents.: The Science Attitude ventory

(SAI),.TherScience Process JSP1),'The Welch Currie uM

Attitude Sirvey (WCA),,and a teachers' questionnaire.
,

eacher interest in Science was assessed by scores 'on the:SAI

--developed by Moore and ,Sutman (19* which is a sixty item, four

.option, Likert scale designed to m sure attitudes toward Science.

These variables include the score on the SPI, the number. of semester

hours of.science,taken, and the numbq of years teaching were used

to indicate teacher competence. The I is a forced choice (agree

,disagree) designed to measure knowledge, of 'procesties of science

(Welch, and Pella, 1967). To measure th teacher's perception of

themselves and their environment, five masures were used. The
. .

teacherSvere asked heir opinion of their effectiveness, curriculum

work facilities, and.SupPert they received\. A five option scale,y

ranging from much improvement needed (1), o excellent (5), was used.

$ Two measures were used to determine the tea her's receptivity to

Change. The were a professionalism scale consisting of teacher

questionnaires and the Curriculum Attitude Survey (Welch CAS)

(Welch, 1979). The fourteen item professionaliSm scale directed the

participant to indicate the number of times they had participated. in

the activity during the previous year. These item were designed to



measure a desire to participate in learning activities and to become

knowledgeable about new developments; The Welch CAS is a forty-two

item, five option Likert scale desighed to determine attitude toward

curricular change. The relationships of these instruments are reported

in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Reliabilities for Teacher Characteristics Measures

INSTRUMENT RELIABILITY

4
Interest in Science

Science Attitudenventory

Knciwledge of ScienCe
Science Process Inventory

Perceptions
Effectiveness ,(7)

Curri'culum (4)

Work Load '(4)

Facilities ( (9)

Support

Receptivity to Change
Curricul Attitude Survey.

Professi alisth ;(13)

.932

.902

.67

.82

.77

.88

.75

.852

.77

1. The re iabilitiesare all Cionbach Alpha coefficients.

2. Reliabl items 'are reported in the test manuals.' The rest are

calculated on the present 'sample.

Five questions which addressed general science education issues

rather than teacher \characteristics, were inclq4ed in the teacher

questionnaire to chef for possible response bias on the scale items.

These were used to determine if either,males or females were responding

to item format rather, than item content.

A multivariate analysis of variance was performed on the data,

Science teacher characteristics was the dependent variable and sex,

the independent variable.. Since the multi-variate test was significant,

the univatiate.tests was' ,also examined.
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Findings

The male science teachers in tfie study scored significantly

higher on ,.measures of science-knowledge and they also'perceived

their teaching support to be better:than the women perceived theirs.

The female science teachers in the study scored simifigantly higher

on the measure of interest and receptivity VII change. While the wen

scored Significantlyhigher:On.the interest measure and men scored

significantly higher On the prii-as skill measure, the scores ofi)oth

men and women on these measures were high indicating that;, both groups

had high interest. in a fence alWa good understanding of the process

skills.

Asia grotip, all the teachers had considerable training and

experience.- While the males scored significantly higher, the high

standarci deviation in eiach,group suggests that there is considerable

variance in the number of hours of science' taken. This was confirmed

by examining the range which was 0 to over 100.

There was very little difference between the two groups' perception

of their environment in four of five Measures. Men, however, demonstrated

a significantly greater perception that they were receiving appropriate

teaching suppott.
e

The bias scale showedno difference between male and female science

teachers. This indicates that there probably was not any response bias'

on this set of Likert-type items.

Interpretations

The hypothesis-that science teachers from a homogenous group

re6rdiese of sex -was not supported. Male and female science teachers.

were found. to be quite. different...

The higher interest andrhigher'receptivity to change of the women

science teacher can be explained. in-two ways. First, science has

always been a male doMain. Hence it is probable that only'highly
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interested females would risk entering the4scienee profession. Second,

females tend to be more'.fearful and anx160 and therefore are mere

compliant and willing to engage in behavior considered more socially, 0
desirable (Block, 1981).'' The fact that iincipals,are. most frently

men may be a strong influence on wome ceptivity to. Change.

The fact that women 'do not,pereeive ceiVing.:as much teaching

support as did the men may be a reflect f.the.truth since most

school support personnel are female, w maybWreceiving more

support. It is alSo possibte that wOmetit, .Xpect more support than do

men.

The significantly higher knowledge ISOre of men as by
.

their scores, n the SPI is probably a function of the fact that they

have taken More science courses and taught science longer than Women. ,

Women probably have not taught as long because they interrupted their

careers tb,manage the raising of 'children.

ABSTRAcTOR'S ANALYSIS

Welch and Lawrenz hypothesized that differences between ale and

female scianee.teachers on a set of cognitive, affective, and behavioral

measures would not be significant. They reasoned that while'there

are cognitive,, affective, and behaVio al differences between males and

females in mathematics or science clasSes among the general population,

science teachers are a. subset of the general population and thisi

subset of males and females may not differ in any significant way.

That is, it is possible. that the factors that attract people to a

particular career choice might operate similarly. While this appeared

to be an aCceptable'proposition, it was not supported by the results of

this (study.

In identifying male-femalesci ce teachers'.7differences, Welch

and Lawrenz'pnovide an important f rst step in an, attempt to understand

why females select science and science teaching careers'; this could

lend to intelligent modification of science progrims which would

facilitate, rather than discourage, women's ellitry!'#to a science career.
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The rancipmized design procedure used by the-inve-tigators allows

one to accept this.conclusion stith con040erable cOn idence in spite of

the fact that females were underrepresented. As the authors stated;

women are also underrepresented in science which is, of coutse,,a

reason why this study _is important, The reliabilitieS of the

instruments used in the study similarly add to the credibility of th'

results.

'Welch and Lawrenz used the Moore, and Sutman (14970) instrupent, which
a.

was designed to measure attitude towardScience, as their measure of

interest in science. Some, but not all, of the items measure an

interest ::in science. However; this instrument may be one of thelniter:

"`.instruments avSilife for measuring science interests,ch points. .

"Out the need for additional test, development.' Women spored

Significantly higher on this InStrument, This was explai4d as a

futtctio of the factthat-on4, the woMenwho are interested.\in science

entered science careers and,- when they entered this foreign.field,-

they became more anxious ajd fearful thrl men. This, compels them to

perOri more socially, acceptable behaviors such as expringan

interest in science (Block,' 19$1)'.- A similar anxiety explanation

was offered for the women'S higher score on the receptivity to change

instruments. This is believeable However, it is, also possible to

belteve that anxiety and fearfulness would constrain a person and

pre4pi ate an opposite reaction.

Anxi ty could possibly also account for the-fact that women scored

'lower;on the SPI. If wo 1% science teachers are indeed more anxious

-than their male counterpa ts, their anxiety could influence what and

how la learned science. Anxiety may well fatilitate-the memorization,

of facts over gaining 'a real appreciation of science as A process.

. The:idea that extra years of teaching may influence the scores

on the SPI is plausible. the extra years of. experience may have

been enough time to alioW mire men-to experience teaching the
A .

process-oriented courses of 'the.sixties and early seventies. In recent

yearatextbooks have once again.foeused,more attention on science as

the body of knowledge, and process 4-s being ignored. One tends't
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. learn what one exreriences and if women experienced less process

oxiented science curricula, their understanding of science would surely

.be more aligned with the science is content belief.

fInterpretations of the data lead the authors to suggett additional

research Auestibne. (1) What factors 4hfluence.the science career

choi6 of boys-and girls? (2). Do women science teachers serve as

effective role models for woven contemplating,seientific careers?

(3) Haw do students perceive.the social learning environment in science

classes. taught by male and female science teachers? Another. cfuestion.

that should be asked is: What are the characteristics of good science

teachers --good male and good female ttiente teachers.?

This study Was timely,. well designed and well reported. The

authors are compSimented.
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THE NATURE OF SCIENCE:
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Rlbba, Peterak., Jack A. Horner, and Joyce A:Smith. "A Study of Two
Misconceptions About the Nature of Science Among Junior High School
Students:" School Science and Mathematics, 81 (3): 221-226, March,
198.1.

Descriptors *Fables, Grade 7, Grade 8, Junior High School
Students, *Mythology, Science Education, *Scientific Literacy,
Secondary Education,

. *Secondary School Science, *Student Eval-
uation, *Student Reaction

Expanded abstract and analysis by Michael` J. Padilla and Rosemary K.
Lund Padilla, University. of Georgia.

Purpose

The purpose of the study was-t4:..determine the extent of junior

high age students aierence to certain'Misconceptio00 about the nature

of science.

Rationale

For the past-thirty years sciencd'instruction.has attempted to aid

students develop an understanding of-the nature -of science. However,

while developing an instrument tAvaluaee students' understanding of

the nature Of scientific knowledge, the'authors discovered that many of
,

these students adhere to at least two misconceptions abeut: science. One

misconception is termed, the "myth of absolute which focuies on

the tentative nature of scientific knowledge. The other Misconception

is termedtthe "lawa-are-matu're-theories fable)" which focuses on the

differences between law and theories. The authors refer to these mis-
,

conceptions as the Myth and Fable, respectively. Given the nature of
0

present day secondary. science curricula the authors were surprised at

the apparent degrees of adherence to the Myth and Fable. In: previous

research, the authors noted that both textbook style and formati. and

teacher behavior mig1g.,he sources of the students! acceptance of'mis-

conceptions about.vience.

ResearCh Desigin and Procedure

Participants at a twenty -twcr county area sc science fair in Ulind
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comprised the sample populatiOn. Public and private school students

were includedin the Sample of. 102 students; There were 40 seventh - graders

and 62 eighi-graders:, with 56 males and 46 .females.

A folorteen item ciuestionnairg,was developed. Items-1-7 collected

demegraphic data. , Items 8-12 were five-point Likert type items, each

of which assessed one of the two misconceptions (the Myth or the Fable).

One sample item which assessed the myth was "Scientific laws are true

beyond a dou Respondents we asked, to indicate the degree to which

they agreed or disagreed with this statement. 'The authors. claim content

validity of'items'8-12. 'Two items assessed the Myth (8 and 11) and three

items assessed the Table-(9, 10, 12).

Students responded to the questionnaire with unlimited time while

displaying' their science fair projects. Items 1-7 were coded with nominal.
,

scales.. Items 8-12 were scored.from 1 -5, with a score of 3 indicating'

a neutral response. To 'discourage students from developing a respotse

,set, the authors varied whether or not a 5 or a I indiduted adherence

or non-adherence to the Myth or the Fable. Descriptive statistics

(means ,and standard deviations) were 'calculate& for each item using the

total sample, the Myth subtest (items 8 and 11), and the Fable subtest

(items 9,' 10, 12). A two-factot.ana. is of variance wasemPloyed to.

test for differences in acceptance "o e Myth. and Fable betwedi sexes

an grade levelS.

Findings .

Descriptive statistics revealed that students were neutral towards

the Myth, and tended toward unaeeeptance of the Fable. No statistically

significant differences were found between males and females, or seventh

or eight graders in their degreee.pf acceptance ofothe.myth or the table.

interpretations

Although tha authors did not fincrstrOng a ence,to either the
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Myth'Or the Fable among their sample of junior high aged students, they,

also did not find strong rejection of these misconceptions. Given that
.

,their sample probably drew froM,More capable students, the authors found,

this lack of'- rejection a cause for concern. The authors concluded that

even thesestudents Appeared not tO'Understand theconditionai nature of

science'and the roie bf laws and theories in explaining phenomena.

ABSTRACTORS' ANALYSIS

(..
MUch of the science curriculum deVelopMent which took place during

the 1960's was based upon creating curricula an triaining teachers to

tisv these curricula that properly represented the true nature of-science.

From this emphasis grew 'a better understanding-of t \e role of proceSS in

science as_well as a richer insight into the seientli c products'Crehted-do

tMough this process. Yet the question remainswhat th all thiS new

understanding and emphasis, do science students'have a t ue appreciation

of the nature of science?: This question, which is the focus of the'present

article, seems to be a sigitlficant one in the light of the.la,vt 2030

years of work in science education.-

The authors operationally define the nature of science qs those

ideas embodied in the "myth of absolute truth" and the i!lawi,are-Mature-,

theories fable . Thisdefinition:seems bit narrow, especially if the
%..

authors wished to draw generalizations and canclusionS about the broad

topic -- nature of scietke. Yeti both the Myth and Fable are important

ideas An the. nature of science.

,The sample of students chosen is biased,and probably not representat4ve

of the true population of seventh and eighth graders (as the a h

admit). All the subjects were interested in and accomplished enough i

science to have gotten top honors at local and district science'fairs

be-fore getting to a regional fair. 'Yet it is the biased nature of the
_

sample which makes thewtential results from this study quite interesting.

If any group of middle grades students should'do well, it IS this group.

That, the results seem to indicate they truly do not understand either

a
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the Myth or the Fable should be a cause of concern to science educattirs.

The most serious difficulty with the study involVes the measurement

of the Myth and Fable. While the authors say they gave a 14 item ques-

tionnaire to the students, items 1-7 focused on demographic data only

and items 13-14 dealt with an issue,not relevant to this study. ThUs
.,

only five items on the test, two for the Myth and three for the Fable

'subtest, were used to measure the nature of science. The reliability

of the'tett was not reporte. With this small number f items, it could

be assumed that the test and subtest reliabilities might be exceedingly

low. If this is the case, then the mean response of 3.04 on the Myth

misconception and 3.55 on the Fable might only Iepresent random responses

to the questions. The authors interpreted these two scores as indieating,

that the students were neutral on the Myth and "tended toward disaffirmatio

on the Fable. Yet, without reliability data, no concluSion can or should

be drawn..

The authors "also report that the questionnaire was content valid

because the researchers, 'themselves constructed the items from explications

of their own previous work on the two, misconception's. Had they gone a,

step further and asked some independent experts to evaluate whether he

items matched the explications of the mistonception, it would have

strengthened their claims. however, the validity of the questionnaire

might be a moot question since a test which is unreliable (as this one

potentially is) cannot be a valid test.

astly, the use of,grade as an independent variable can give science

educators some important information about what abilities and under-

standings students have at certain points in time. however, comparing

seventhand eighth graders does not give us much information because

the students are 'so close in age and,-in all probabilities, experience

and abllityecause most -educaitonal researchers must work with avail7

able popUlations of,students,*the authors of this study should not tie
.1

severely criticized for this shortcoming. It would have been much more
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enlightening ancithe probability of finding grade level differences

would have been grea0-enhanced had more disparate grade 'levels been

tested, however.

:III summary,,the authors reported on students' undeistandings of two

misconceptions dealing-with the nature of science. Yet the results of

this,study pINbablyshould not e given too much credence because of

%e.the serious lack of test and sub reliabilities. Were the mean scores
.

od the two subtest,s a function of an unreliable test or-were'they repre-

sentative of what the students7really knew aboUt the Myth and Fable?

Future research might help to enlighten science educators on this issue..

-40
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0 RESPONSE TO THE ANALYSIS OF

Rubba, Peter A., et al. "A Study of Iwo MisConCeptions About the Nature

Of SCience Among Junior High School Students" by Rosemary L. anc;

Michael J. Fadilla. Investigations in Science Educationt

10 :(4): 55.59 1984.
e

peter A. laibba.

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

-Jack K. Horner

Science Appl i-cations, Inc., 'Colorado Springs, CO

.
Arecent issue of Investigations in Science Education contained an

.abstract and analysis of the research report, "A Study of Two Misconcep.-

tions About the NAure of ScienCe Among Junior High School Students';;

(Rubba, Horner and Smith, 1981) prepared by Padilla and Lund Padilla

(1984). \In the analysis the abstractors raised three difficulties

/ they perceived with the research. In this response the researchers

will argue that each of the three points was inappropriately raised.

First, the abstractors state, "The authorserationally defined

the nature of science; as those. ideas embodied in the 'myth of absolute

truth' and the 'laws-aru-m_ture-theories'fable' This definition seems

a bit narrow . ." Contrary to the abstractors claim, th relarchers

did not state an operational definitiOn of the nature of science in the

report. In fact, at the bottom of page 221 of_ the repoitt. the researchers'

state, ". . ./it is general,ly agreed that an adequate treatment of the

nature Of/science in secondary school should dispel, at the least, the

grosser misconceptions about it. The Myth and Fable are two of the more

glaring delusions students in setondary school might have about science."

Secondly, the abstractors imply the researchers failed to expose

the ". . bias and probably not representative . nai-ure.ot the sample.

However, in "The Sample" section of the report, the researchers clearly

describe the select nature of the sample:. "The sample consisted of 102

seventh and eighth graders who displayed science prOjects at a regional

(22 county) science fair in Illinois during` 197 Later in the report,

in association with drawing a conclusion at bottOm of page 225, the
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res4prchers again refer to the select nature.of the sample.'

The third and.". .most serious difficulty . ." rised by the

abstractors concerns the measurement instrument used in the study. in

particular, they wore critical of'the resparChers'failure to report

reliability values or the set, a d sub-sets of, the five items used to

assess students' a ence to the Myth and Fable, and of the procedures

the researchers used to establish items content validity. In response,

the researchers again refer readers-to the research report wherein the

research instrument is clearly identified as a 14-item' questionnaire.

niaddition, the questionnaire developfient procedures desdribed in the

report are bruadly accepted (Ary, 109, .pp. i10-17i4\Babbie, 1983,

pp. 209-222; Bailey, 1982, pp. 109-134; Best, 1981, pp`. 177 -173; bOrg,

1983, pp., 415-4J5; Gay, 1976, pp. 149-130. Nk

Unlike other types ofipeasurement instruments-(e-t., tests, i.nven.

tories, scales), questionnaires typically are used as one-shoX data gathering
0

devices with limited populations. Nost'questionnaires contain items which .

individually or in small sets relate to a diversity of research questionA.

Given these considerations, it is Common practice to establish the content

validity of the items, but not their reliability. Iu fact, it is not

meaningful to assess the internal reliability of most questionnaires

because of the'beterogeneouS nature of their items.
qoP

In'hindsight, it might have been advisable for the researchers to

have submitted the'pools of questionnaire items 'constructed for the

Myth and Fable (Rubba, Horner and Smith, 1981, p. -,C23) to a panel of experts

for the purpose Of having the items' content validity judged against the

researcher questions, if far no other reason than to avert inaccurate

perceptions. Still, tueresearchera do not belieVe-a much different

setof items on the Myth and Fable would have composed the questionnaire.

Effectively, the questionnaire items were content valid in that they were
. .

trivial variants of the substantiVe structure of the Myth and Fable as

chose misconceptions about science were characterized by the researchers
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(Hopler and Rubba, 178; 1979).

Lin summary, it, would aOpearto-t,he researchers that the three. Points

of criticisM raised by e abstractors rest on father serious misunder-

standinks'of the res rchers' claims.
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Ogunniyi, M. B. "An Analysis of Prospective Science Teache
Understanding of the Nature of Science." Journal Reeearch in
Science Teaching 19(1): 25-32', 1982.

Descriptors--College Students; *Generalization; High
Education; Majors Students; Measures Individuals; Phi osophy;
*Preservice Teacher Education; *Science Education; *Sc entific
Concepts; Teacher Attitudes; *Theories

Expanded abstract and prepared especially for T.S.F. by Jok
P. Smith; University of Washington-

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to determine if prospective. science

teachers in a developing country tend to ascribe to.a particular point--

of-view relative to the language of science as described by seven

selected philosophies of science. First.the author tad to develop an

instrument to measur"onceptions of the language tif science as

proposN-in the' formal language of "the selected philosophers.
. -

.Rationale

--p

In developing countries, as in developed countries,-one.ofthe

major objectives of'Science instruction' is the development ofan

understanding of the, nature of science. It is expected that science

teachers would notonly.hold, but, ,in theit instruction, present a

view of the hature of. science consistent with .a view held by practicing

scientists.

As the author poipts,out,:a concept of the nature of science is of

necessity complex, Such.a concept mustincludeall:those factors, e.g.,

-processes, products, ethics, 'principles, etc., which affect inquiry in

science However, as.mty.be expected, there is.not unanimity with

regard to a single description of the nature of science. Rather the

nature of science is seen as 'having somewhat differing structures when

described by different philosophers of science.

It is assumed, and Ogunniyits concern, 'that science teachers do

have a valid and Coherent caAcept of the nature of science that can be
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expressed in their Science instruction. As Pgunniyi points out,

however, not much has been dOne to determine to-what extent,the

assumption ff.'s well founded.

OR

Research Design and Procedure

The first step in inVestigat ng science teacher Understanding of

the nature of science was the div opMent of avalid and reliable

measuring instrument. Since the na ure of science is ibOund in the

language of 'science, philosophers of science whose wr tings dealt with
the epistemology of science were used ,as he basis for obtaining state-

ment's that could be. considered to reflct ointS-of-view about the

nature of science.

After an extensive review Ofthe philo ophical literature, the

works of seven philosophers. (Carnap, Frank,.Kememy, Nagel, and'.

Popper) were selected to provide the basis fOr developing the Language

of Science (LOS) instrument.. The first form of the instrument consisted

of 57 statements characteristic of the language of science. A statement

was included if it met the approval of four independent philosophers

using the following selection criteria:

(1) Th'e statements about.: the language of science reflect viewpoints

of the selected philosophers as closely as possible;

(2) The statements reflect varied viewpoints of the language of science;

(3) Each statement is capable of being subsumed under only one of the

well defined categories: -definition, characteristic, function

formation, etc., relative to the nature of science;

(4) Any statement considered as not belonging to the stiplated

categories or quoted out of context is to be eliminated.

Using the Vallest number of statements by any one philosopher, six

non - overlapping statements were selected from the work of each

philosopher. To this total of 42 statements, were added 15 overlapping

statements that amid be dtribute4 to a least two philosophers.

Thirteen additional statements from sources other than the seven

philosophers were added to check the consistency of the instrument. A

review of the instrument was made by ten science educators. The review
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resulted in the rewordingof some items and the elimination of two 'of

the "additional statements." The total number of statements at this

stage was sixty-eight.

After administering the instrument to 85practicing teachers and

discussing the instrument with them, the author decided to:revise the

instrument further by including statements Characteristic of the ."new"

emphasis on the "nature of science." Consequently, Ogunniyi selected

seven'statements from KimbaWS Nature of Science Scale for inclusion

in the LOS. To keep the-instrument from becoming too long, nine of

the "over-lapping" and,two of the "additional statements" were dropped

for a new total of 64 statements on the LOS.

The final 64 statement version of the LOS was then administered

to 53-University of Ibadan, Nigeria, prospective science teachers at

the beginning and, end of a semester-long science methods course. The

purpose of administering the instrument to this group was'to determine
a

what effect a methods course modified to emphasize the development of

valid understandings of the nature of the languageof.stience had:Non

'prospective science teachers. The instrument was algo administered

once to a-control group of 53 science majors at'the same university.

The author roperted LOS pretest reIiability/WtS 0,91 (using.the

Kuder-Richardson formula 21). Posttest reliability was also 0.91.

The results of the study are reported in terms of percentage of

StudentS aggreeingwith individUal%stat ents about_the Language of

Science. For the preseivite 'science to chers, the result's reflect

preferences both before and after taki the Specially designed

science methods course. The preferenCes of, the science majors are

also included as a percentage of agreement.

a.

Findings

ti

The prospective science teachers tended to prefer the-language of

science as defined by tiempellollowed cl ly by preferences for NaSh,'

Kemeny, and. Nagel; thenFrank; Carnap and lastly. Popper. 'After taking

the science methods course emphasizing the "nature of science," the

prospective science teachers indleated a preference for the views of
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Hempel, Nash, Frank, and statements attributed to "all the philosophers"

and aA.owerpreferen.ce for Carnap, Kemeny, and Popper. Their agreement

-with.Nagel remained the same. The pattern of preferences ,.of the science

,*Jots was the same as' for the pr6spective science teachers with. the

4ceptibt ca.Ca relatively higher Percentage of agretent with the

views of 'Catnap opper than accorded by the prospectiye science

peievt.

teachers.

XII essence, both groups of Students tended to. agree with-state

ment.reflecting'a moIerate pr empirical point-cif-,view as opposed to

the strong-dductivist pcisition of Popper or indUctivist.position of

Carnfip
0

With regard to the "additional statements" and nature of science
,

statements (kimball), the analysis indicated. that subjects:

(1) did not consistently distinguish-between empirical- and theoretical

concepts pr Taws, and.,

(2) did not consistently hold valid ConceptionSoethe "natu
H _

science:"

Interpretations

, . .

.4...*. ..47.,- '....".......1.,,,..,..e.n...aNf.... A ,4fwa ..Its

"cenerally, both:prospedtive:SCience teachers and science majors

preferred HeMpel's statmelits 'with' regard i'o t'4!-nature 'Cif the: language..

---. .1 , . 14),:. ,

, /

of science., Least 'Preferdi.,a-i-P6151-5i'S---Oliit-ol:-view. Eic^eeif fpr a
t

eew statements, there did.pot appear to be any systematic' di,£fferOces

ges of
tttYeeli the two-group"s'with regard to their.vieWs on the fang

science.

The author has suggested that future studies examine thevie points

of similar groups of students eroSs=culturally, examine Hempel's

philosophy of,the nature of science for its implications for science

0gtruction, a'nd.coMpare-the viewpoints of science teachers with those

of science texts. '.Finally he raises the question of whether the

development of instruments focusing 'on other elements of

.ethics,- methods; etc., might not also contribute to,abetter under-

.T.

Standin ofthe.fiaure
-
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ABSTRACTOR'S ANALYSIS

Ogunniyi's study raises some interesting questions not-only with

regard to the view of the nature of science held by prospective

teachers but also with regard to how students develop a viA., of the

nature of science and why one particular point-of-view and not another.

lt,is not too surprising to find that both the prospective science

ceacheri and the science majors studies tended to share the same view

of the nature of science if one makes the assumption that the under-

graduate training in science of both groups is essentially the same at4

the University of4Ibadan. And if that is so; then one may ask " to

what extent is.it Valid to infer that the view of 6he,nature of science-

1,..ferred by the two groups of students is'a reflection of the view of

the nature of science held by their scientist/professors?" Or, knowing

that they must agree or disagree with each statement, do these newly

trained in science simply tend to be somewhat c9nservative in their

,point of view and select, moderate statements (Hempel) as opposed to the

more pplarized and conceptually riskier positions-characteristic of

Popper and Corny?

'One might also.ask what role should science elamoes'and science

methods classes play in developing a coherent view of the nature of

. . science in conjunction wi,th teaching 6e concepts and processes of

. science and procedures for teaching science? Obviously students do

develop z.point of-viewabout, the nature of science. Is it the one

intended? If ene's point-of-view can be,m'odified by a science methods

clay emphasizinelhe nature of science (as suggested by this study)

then one might.ask how stable or coherent is one's point-ofview as

developed incidentally through course.work'in science versus the

effects. of direct instruction on the nature of science?

In the aaln, Ogunniyi's LOS instrument has. provided us With a.
'1

. means. of identifying one's view of the nature of:science in represeu-

tative terms. that may be expanded into a more complete 44d_coherent-

philosophy as described in the compl?* works of the selected

philoSophers of science represented in the instrument.

'The mechodoldgy followed by Ogunniyi in develop. the LOS appears

___14-b-e-eofteletenrw-,tth-aistomary practice. His same of statements
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was balanced in number and ki and represented the entire range of

philosophies of science. use, of experts in determining content

validity is commendable as ire his pilot study and review by another

set of experts as he continue is effort to refine the instrument.

.Although is might have been ,better to have randomly.Seletted

subjects in the'tredtment and control groups, the subjects selected

represent the reality of doing research in a. setting where the researcher

must use intact, available grqups.

My greater concern is with Ogunniyi's ardlysis of the resul of

the study. Since he reports. the results only in terms of percent es

the reader has no way of knows4,ng if the pre-post changes are

significant or, not. Likewise treatment-control group differences are

. also difficult to interpret. While Ogunniyi fEports .a modest pre-post

shift for the treatment group,\one has no way of checking that since

the criteria for reporting `such a shii7SaT)6not evident. One might.alsn

ask 1,f any aifferences are due to pretdst- posttest expedience or" to
instruc ion in the met

N.
hpds class. Finally, are the chvg really

systemati One might jdst as easily saye
t f.

lat the ..lianges andfo

differences ire random in nature and do n61 reflect change due to
* -0.

instr.uctfn. '.c

\--- -As-with-thas s-uf-thIg-typ-e-,Th-Pafticular\studies of

44'
un erstanding science, the researler steps at reporting the results

\

and .scribing the beliefs of the respective group. 4 my opinion,
N

Ogunniyi work- provides basis for taking that next step:into theme`

.

realm-of examining ruthe effects of science on qf the. development
\..

of a view,of the nature of science over7time. Tht,
.
carried further,

his work may enable, us\te. identify one's. point-of-view as opposed 'to .

\

those aspect that ave. 'PO influence pn developing a few of the nature

cof science. tO me, the .p ospects for future researcl initiated
1

by.

Ogunniyi's study are most exciting and deserving of care. attention.
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IN RESPONSE TO THE ANALNSIS OF

I
0

Ogunniyi, M.B. "A4 Analysis:Gii prospecvive Science. Teachers Understanding
of the Nature of Sci0c,e, by Join P. Smith; InvestAgatlons'in Science

. Education, .a° (4): .03-7;68, 1984,

LB.:Ogunuiyi
tiniverlaity- Ibadan, Nigeria

Smith's concern about whether or not the subjects' viewpoints of

.',science reflected their instructors' viewpoints or merely represented

their taking a moderate position irrespective of instruction'is a genuine,

one, considering the liMited.nature Of the report. In fact the article in

question- (although published rathei late) was Merely-the first stage report

of the whole stl*.. In another report published in the Af0.can_Joutual

Of Educational Research Vol:. 2, -No. 2, 1979.a much more detailed analysis

of the study was done. the means Obtained by science majors, prospective

Science 'teachers' and the scientists whp taught-themwere quite identical,

3*4:.87 a9d-34.78 respectively. Thv posttest means of the

experithental group (prospective science teachers). was 35.25. Because of..

smal-lTrumher-ofstritrntisfsTbdtIT-ttrin: resPozakted1-0/1-1Ythes;ctrres-

of the two groups of students were compared using UNOVA. I shall refer'

to this later on.

The concluSion that can he drawn from this fiAding is that: (1)

the subjects have been exposed to similar viewpoints of science, most

1

'

problbly
A
1.1eir instructors viLvpoints; and f (2) the Subjects have expressed

their own opinions .about the nature of science,, Whiltever the case:, .there
\' #.

is enough evidence to show that the subjects enerally Treferred Hempel'S

viewpoint of science and that the treatment gr up tended. to shift their

viewpoints of science after taking a science m thodS course. Why they

preferred.Hempes vi.ewpoiht of-aq4encrequire- fu\ rther investigation..

The potential- of his viewpoint of science for cl sSroom-instructionflis.

certainly worth close examination.
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What,rolesseienc4.ap,d sciencemethOJS classes should play will depend

0 a large extent on the Way the classes organized and what point-of-7

of -:Science emphas#ed. .It:Should...e 'expected that regular science

coursesWoUld help students to develop valid viewpoints Ofliseience

very often, not thecase .Whatoneeilcounters In most science.Clas8'es,

Is
lecture*:interSpersed with long hours of praCticaiW4rk

oneerned p ailly with therifiCation qftlassical experimenba,rather

truly:09,n-ended investigative

,

activit4es: sc,..enc,e'methc4s course ,

,other hand Whichprovi,des enOngh opportunities for: ons

v ,

aTO reflection woUld certainly 4ThthisYgap le*.t. by the regular sci.epee.

course :low be 4T i4ectiv howeve , aMpleoppe'rtialitie should, e prOVIded
N,

.

.

. .

for studentkta:iearn and,test.newideasand teaniques asleAuestiens,

4iseuss; te.:models, etc. in same way scientiats di,),,-

/Or

.

in,the.,pr' sent,itudy I have been:ab.le to 'determine how a's4ence

methods cOUrSe actually affeedsi*Iffeotly ptospective,scieOte teachers'

Viewpoints Of science. When the mean of the treatment group was comPared;

withthe,mean of the Centro :1 group an F.:-;statistiO of 0.24 (x' 0.05)

o

!A

was obtained, indicating that the 'difference betwenthe'twolileanswas not

st4titically significant: but Whenthrliosttest'mean of the former was
.. ,

W 1

4

a

N.
.

compared with themAftribt-the-4-tItt:er---an-11L7`_...y4..1.ue c,lif1.1..-39 cx .4'; 0.05)
. .

1LI . ./
.

was obtained, it that the difference between the two Means was,two
I

,
I

gtatistically.SiglifiCant. 'The same is true .even at. x 0.0110e1-

.Such:a.high4ifgnifiCant differeneejpetween two simiIat4roups:/'(!ould not have

'happened by chance alone. That Oils assumption is well'grounded Is further.

,rcinforeed when the pretest, and the posttestimeans' o£ the treatment group ,

were compared. 1 F statistic obtained for the' two means was 14.03

indicang, that the, said methods coursc did have ,a-signifleant .influence,

on the subjects' vi,wpoints of science,

.

in anticip tion of Smith's question as to what aspocts of the methods

course may ha influenced subjects' shift .a Yfi=wP01-1 I asked ihe

to make,.free comments on each statement on thu_lnstrument and to explain

why, they responded in a paKticular way. Although it is difficult ,at this-
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- stage to be too specific, it is quite clear from the viious comments made

-`by, the subjects that certain variables, viz: questions, arguments, discussiols,
.

extra, eading etc,,-involved in the said course' did have ,some impact. on their,

overall point-of-view of scienc appears that a Saehee methods which

-permits ample opportunities for infoema1 discussions before and /or after

1&,14ss-activities will probably promote the developmeni of more valid view-
,. o- ,

points Of science, than one lacking such opportunities. The relative import'

of th-ks reflective aspect of instruction' deserves close attention.
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